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CommoriweaA Edison

One First Nation~-za, Chi.cago, Illinois

Address Reply to: Post Office Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690

,. _!iegU\aloTY
''.-~

~·

oilet fll~

March 8, 1977

Mr. Bernard C. Rusche, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S.·Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20SS5
·
\.

Subject:

......·

Reference (a):

Dresden Station Units 2 and 3,
Quad-Cities Station Units 1 and 2,
Pr0posed Amendment to Facility
Operating License Nos. DPR-19, 25, 29, and 30
NRC Docket Nos. S0-237, 2q.9, 25q. 1 and 265
D. L. Ziemann (NRC) Letter to .R •.L. Bolger (CECO)
dated January 5, 1977.

Dear Mr. Rusche:
Pursuant to 10 CFR S0.59, Convnonwealth Edison proposes to
make amendments to Dresden Units 2 and 3 and Quad-Cities Units 1 and
·2 technical speci.fications concerning surveillance testing of safetyrelief valves· as requested in Referenc:e (a).
·
The proposed change to Dresden Units 2 and 3 will require
amending pages .78; 86, and adding page 86A•l to both DPR 19 and 25.
Section q..S.D.l.b should be changed to read "With the reactor at
pressure, each relief valve shall be manually opened. Relief valve
opening shall be verified by a compensating turbine bypass valve or
control valve closure."
Bases: q..s.A.-q..s.F on page 86 should be amended to include
\the basis for the charge. This basis will read:
, , ,, ·

"The verification of the main steam relief
valve operability during manual actuation surveillance
testing must be made independent of temperatures indicated by thermocouples downstream of the relief
valves. It.has been found that a temperature increase
may result. with the valve still closed. This is due
to steam being vented through the valve actuation
mechanism during the surveillance test. By first
opening a turbine bypass valve and then observing its
closure response during relief valve actuation, positive
verification can be made for the relief valve opening
and passing ·steam flow. Closure response of the turbine
control valves during relief valve manual actuation
would iikewise sel'Ve as an adequate verification for the
~relief valve opening.
This test method may be performed·
ver a wide range of reactor pressure greater than 150
ig. Valve operation below 150 psig is limited by the
ring tension exhibited
by the relief valves."
'
.
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Page 86A-l is being added because the above mentioned
additional basis displaced part of the existing basis onto another page.
The proposed change to Quad-Cities Units 1 and 2 will require
amending pages 3.5/4.5-5 (DPR-29 and 30}, 3.5/4.5-15 (DPR-30), 3.5/4.5-16
(DPR-29) and adding pages 3.5/4.5-16A (DPR-29) and 3.5/4.5-lSA (DPR-30).
Section 4.5.D.l.b should be changed to read "With the reactor at
pressure, ·,each relief valve shall be manually opened. Relief valve
opening shall be verified by a compensating turbine bypass valve or
control valve closure." This wording is the same as Dresden's wording.
4.5 Surveillance ·Requirements Bases (pages 3.S/4.5-15 for
DPR-30, page 3.5/4.5-16 for DPR-29) should be amended to include the
basis for the charge. This basis will read:
·
.

.

"The verification of the main steam relief
valve operaJiility during manual actuation surveillance
testing must be made independent of temperatures indicated by thermocouples downstream of the relief
valve5. · It . has been found that a temperature increase
may result with the valve still closed. This is·due
to steam being vented through the pilot valves during
the surveillance test. By first opening a turbine
bypass valve, and then observing its closure response
during relief valve actuation, posit~ve verification
can be made for the relief valve opening and passing
steam flow. · Closure response of the turbine _control
valves during relief valve manucil. actuation would likewise serve as an·. adequate verific~tion for the relief
valve opening. This test method may be performed over
a wide range of. reactor pressures greater than 150 psig.
Valve operation below 150 psig is limited by the ·spring
. tension exhibited by the relief valves.''
'
Pages 3.5/4.5-lSA (DPR-30) and 3.5/4.5-16A (DPR-2'9) are being
added because the above mentioned basis displaced part of the existing
basis onto another page.
·
Attachment A·cantains Dresden Units 2 and 3's charges,
Atta_chment B conta:i;ns Qua4-Cities Unit l_! s ;-cha'rges, and_ Attachment C
co.ntains, Qll;a~-Ci:~ies Uni:t 2·' s char~es..
·
·.
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. These technical. specification changes ha·v~. received on-site
and off-site review and approval.: Please direct any additional questions
to .. this. office.·· ·
Three . (.3) signed originals and 57 copies· are provided for
yo~r

use.
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SUBSCRIBED. ANn S8!-RN r0 ?2_ - .
before me this
'A day~ ~~
of
tJMA ; ! 197.7 •.~~ §
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Attachment

Very truly yours,

m:~-~1J..

R. L·. Bolger d...,
Assistant Vice President
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ATTAC
A
.
D. Automatic Pressure Relief Subsystems

1.

-

---4.S -SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT

3.S . LIMITING CONDITION ·foR- OPERATION:- -·:.

D.

Except as specified in 3.5.D.2 and 3 below,
the Automatic Pressure Relief SW>system
· shall be operable whenever the reactor
pressure is greater than 90_ psig and irradiated
fuel is in the reactor vessel·
·

~·-

,_

.

Surveillance of th• Automatic Pressure
Relief Subsystem shall be· performed as
follows:
1.

During each operating cycle the following
shall be performed:
l.

A simulated automatic initiation
which opens all pilot valv~s, and

b.

With the reactor at .
pressure each
relief valve shall be manually opened.

~

Relief valve opening shall be verified by
a compensating turbine bypass valve or
control valve closure.

c.

A logic system functional test shall

be _

performed each refueling outage.
. 2.

3.

From and after the date that one of the
five .relief val"Jes ;6fl.the automatic pressure
relief subsyste:n is ~ac!e or found to be ··
inoperable when the reactor is pressurized
abo~~ 90 psig with irradiated fuel in the -·
1·
rci!Ctor vessel, reactor operation is permissible ,
-'
only during the succeeding seven days unless.
·_ rcrairs arc made and provided that during such
t_in~c the llPCI Subsystem is· operable.
,_
From and ~fter the datcc~that more than one
of five relief val~es of the autcm~tica
.
. pressure relief subsyster.i arc made or found
. to be inopcrnblc \-;hen the reactor is
prcssul'i:ed above 90 psig with irr:.diated
fuel in the reactor vessel,·reactor operation
- is pei:nissible only <luring the succeeding 24.
.hours unless-repairs arc made a,ndprovidcd
that during. such time the HPCI Subsystem
is opcrO?blc.
·

.

-

...
-II
I-

! -

22 • When it is determined that one relief valve
of the-automatic pressure relief subsystcc
is inoperable, the llPCI shall be demonstrated
to be operable inmlediately and weekly thereafte1 ·

\
\

.·3 •

When it is determined that more than one
. .L'elief valve of the at.&tomatic pressure relief ·
.
subsyste1:1 is inoperable, the HPCI sub~ystem
- shall be demonstrated to· be operable immediatel}:
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ATTACHMENT A

Bases:
--4. 5. A. -4. 5. F •.

The testing Llterval for the core and containment cooling
systt:ms is based on quantitative reliability analysis,
judgement and practicality. Th'? c.ore cooling systems have
not been designed to be fully testable during OJ>eration.
~or example the core spray final admission valves do not
open until reactor pressure has fallen to 350 psig thus
durin~ operation even i f high drywell pressure were simulated the fir.al valves would not open. In tr.e case of the
HPCI, autr.matic initiati..m duriag power operation would
result in pumping cold water into the reactor vessel
v~ich is not desirable.
The systems can be aut~matically actuated during a
.refueling outage and this.will be done. To increase
the availa~ility of the individual components of the
core and containment cooling systems the components
which make.up the systeo i.e., instrumentation, pumps,
valve operators, etc., are tested more frequently. The
instrumentation is functionally tested each _month.
Likewise the pumps and motor-operated valves are also
tested eac~ month to assure their operability. The com•
bination o'f a yearly simulated automatic actuation test
~ndmonthly tests of the pumps and valve operators is
deemed to.be adequate testing of these systems.
With co~ponents or subsystems out-of-service overall
core and containment cooling reliability is maintained by
demonstrating the operability of the remaiI.ing cooling
equipment. The degree of operability to be demonstrated
depends on the nature of the reason for the out-of-service
equipment. For routine out-of-service periods caused by
preventative maintenance, etc.; ·the pump and vaive ·opera..;
bility checks will be performed to. demonstrate operability
of the remaining components. However, if a failure, design
deficiency, etc .. , caused the out-of-service period> then
the- demonstratfori-of' 01>-e.rabiHty should be thorough enoµgl) . to
assure that a similar problem. docs not exist on the remaining'
coi!iponents. For example, if an out-of...;set'Vice period ;were
caused by failure :Qf ·a PumP to. _deliver rated capacity .due
·~

'• '•

"

-

·n

•

.

to a design deficiency, the other pumps of this
type might be subjected to a flow rate test in
addition to the operability checks.
The requirement of 180 psig at 3500 gpm at the
containment cooling service water (CCSW) pump
discharge provides adequate margin to ensure that
the LPCI/CCSW system provides the design bases
~
cooling water flow and maintains 20 psig differential pressure at the containment cooling
heat exchanger. This differential pressure preclude reactor coolant from entering the river
water side of the containment cooling heat
exchangers.
The verification of Main Steam Relief Valve
operability during manual actuation surveillance
testing must be made independent of temperatures
indicated by thermocouples downstream of the relief valves. It has been found that a temperature increase may result with the valve still
.
closed. This is due to steam being vented througl\
the valve actuation mechanism during the sur-.
veillance test. By first opening a turbine
bypass valve, and .then observing its closure
response during relief valve actuation, positive
verification can be made for the relief valve
·opening and passing .steam flow. Clo::.ure
response of the turbine control valves during
relief valve manual actuation would likewise
serve as an adequate verification for relief
valve opening. This test method may be performed
over a wide range of reactor pressure greater
than 150 psig. Valve operation below 150 psig
is limited by the spring tension exhibited by
the relief·valves.
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ATTACHMENT A
H.

.

•

Maintenance of Filled Discharge Pipe
The surveillance requirements to assure that the
discharge piping of the core spray, LPCI, and HPCI
systems are filled provides for a visual observation
that water flows from a high point vent. This
ensures that the line is in a full condition.
Between the monthly intervals at which the lines are
vented, instrumentation has been provided to monitor
the presence of water in the discharge piping. This·
instrumentation will be calibrated on the same
frequency as the safety system instrumentation.
This period of periodfr testing ensures that during
the intervals between the monthly checks the statua
of .the discharge piping is monitored on
continuous
'basis.
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ATTACtttENT l!·
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operable immediately. The automatic
pressure reliefand RCIC systems shall, ·
be demonstrated to be operable daily·
thereafter.

Auto;natlc Pre!l!lure Relief Sub!iy!item!i

Surveillance of the automatiC pressure relief
subsystems shall be performed as follows:

I. The automatic pressure relief subsys-

I. During each operating cycle the .following shall be performed:
·

tem shall be operable whenever the
reactor pressure is greater than 90
psig, irradiated fuel is in the reactor
vessel and prior to · reactor startup
from a cold condition.

I

a. A simulated automatic· initiation
which opens all pilot valves.
b. With the reactor at &>ressure
each relief valve shall be man-ually
opened. Relief· valve opening
shall-be verified by a cQmpensating turb~ne bypass
valve or con~rol vaiv~
closure.

(_~.
•

I

I

j

3.514.5-5

·.I

l

D.

3. From and after the date that more
than one of five relief valves of the
automatic pressure relief subsystem
are made or found to be inoperable
when the reactor is pressurized above
90 psig with irradiated fuel in the
reactor vessel, continued reactor operation is permissible only during the
succeeding 24 hours unless repairs are
· made and provided that during such

' .

· . . ·.:.-.)

3. Jr the requirements of Specification
3.5.C cannot be met, an orderly shutdown shall be initialed, and the reactor pressure shall be reduced to 90 psig
within 24 hours.

From and after the date that one of the
6ve relief valves of the automatic pressure relief subsystem is made or found
to be inoperable when the reactor is
pressurized above 90 psig with irradiated fuel in the reactor vessel, continued reactor operation is permissibll!
only during the succeeding 30 days
unless repairs are made and provided
that during such time the HPCI subsystem is operable. _ ~

~

"•I•

i . ~: ..

provided that during such 7 days all
active components of the automatic
pres~ure re!ief subsystems, the core
spray subsystems, LPCI mode ·of the
llHR system, and tl'te ~CIC system are
operable.

2~

...

• I, ~ ·,'.:.

QUAD-OTIES
DPR-'29:;.

D. · Automatic Pressure Relief Sub!iystem!I

. .:
'!.:'

. .:.:..

.. ··.\

c.

A logic system functional test shall
each refueling ·.
outage.

be performed

2. When it is determined that one relief
valve of th~ automatic pressure relief
subsystem is ·.inoperable, the HPCI
shall be demonstrated to be operable
immediately and weekly thereafter.

3. When it is determined that more than
one relief valve of the automatic pressure relief subsystem is inoperabte; t~e
HPCI subsystem shall be demonstrated to be operable immediately.

-

I,

"
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AftACHMENT B"
QUAD-CITIES

DPR-29

·-- •,
U SURVEILLANCE REQUIREME~l'S' BASES

.
'The testing interval for the core and containment cooli11g systems is bcsed on a quantitative rellabillty 1naly1i1,
'

Judgment, and practicality. The core cooling systems have not been designed to be fully testa.,le during ope.r:uion.
For example, the core sp!'ay ftnal ad.mission valves do not open until reactor pressure has falh:n to 3SO psig. 1 hu1,
during operation, even if high drywell pressure were simulated, the nn11l valves would n"t open. In the case of the
HPCI, automatic initiation during power operation would result in 1JUmp1ng c1>ld wAter into the reactor vessel
which is not desirable.
·
I

•

'•

The systems can be automatically actl,\ated during a refueling 01.1tag1: and thi:i wlll be done. Tu increase the
availability or the individual components or the core and containment cooling ~y:items, the components' which
make up the system, i.e., instrumentation, pumps. valve operators, etc., are !ested more freqi.:ntly. The:
~trumentation is functionally tested each month. Likewise the pur:nps and motor·opP.rated valves are alsc ~ested ·
each month to assure ~heir operability. The combination of ~ yearly simulated automatic. actuation test and
monthly tests of the pumps and valve operators is deemed to be adequate testirg of these systems. ·
With components or subsjstems out of service, uverall core and containment cooling reliability is maintained by
demonstrati.ng the 'operability oi' the remaining cooling equipment. The degree of operability to be demonstrated
depends on the nature of the reason for the out-of-service equipment. For routine out-of-service periods caused by
preventative maintenance. etc., the pump and valve operability check~ will .be performed .to demonstrate
operabi:ity of the remaining components. However, if a failure. design deficiency, etc., causes ~he out-of-service
period, then the demonstration of operability should be thorough enough to assure that a similar problem do.es
not exist on the remaining components. For example, if 2n ·out-of-service period caused by failure of a pump to
deliver rated capacity due to a design deficiency, the· other pumps of this type might be subjecte~ to a flow rate·
test in addition to the operability checks.
· ·
·
· ·

.

.,

. - -. - ..
The verification of the main steam relief val~e.operability during manual
aQtuation surveillance testing must be made independent ·of temperatures
indicated by themocouples downstream of the relief valves. It has been .
found that a temperature increast! may result with the valve et ill·. closed.
t:his is due· to steam being vented throu~ the pilot valves dur1rig·'. the
surveillance test. By first opening a turbine bypass valve, and then observing its closure response during relief valve actuation, positive
verification can be made for the relief valve openfng and passing steam
flow. Closure response of the turbine control valves during relief valve ·
manual actuation would likewise serve as an adequate verification for the .
relief valve opening. This test method may be performed over a wide range
of reactor pressures greater than 150 psig. Valve operation below 150 psig
is limited by the spring tension exhibited by the relief valves. . ·
·
'

'

'

the surveillance requirements to ensure that the disch.arge piping of the core spray, LPCI mode of the RHR. HPCI, · ·
ind RCIC systems is fiiled provides for a visual observation that water fiows from a high point vent. This ensures. ·
·that the line is in a full condition. Instrumentation has been provided to monitor the presence .of water in the
·discharge piping between the monthly intervals at which the lines are vented and alarm the control room if it is
noL This instrumentation will be C:<l.librated on the same frequency as the safety system instrumentation and the
alarm sysLem tested monthly. This testing ensures that, during the interval between the monthly venting checks, .·
t,he status of the discharge piping is monitored on a continuous basis.

.. ·

~ 40 psig for the low pressure of the fill system has been chosen because~ due to elevations of
piping within the plant. 39 ps'lg;s required to keep the lines full. The shutoff head of the till system pumps is 74
psig and therefore will not defeat the low-pressure cooling pump discharge press ~nterlock of O!: 75 psig as shown .
in Table 3.2-2. ·
·
··

An alarm point of

·.·.

3.S/4.S-16

..
Q:UAD-CITIES
. DPR-29

•

ATTACHMENT B

The watertight bulkhead door and the penetration seals for pipes and cables penetrating the vault walls and
ceilings have .been designed to withstand the maximum flood conditions. To assure that their installation is·
adequate for maximum flood conditions, a method of testing each seal has been devised.

To test a pipe seal, another test seal is installed in the opposite side of the penetration creating a space between
the two seals that can be pressuri;:ed. Compressed air is then supplied to a fitting on the test seal and the space
inside the sleeve is pressurized to approximately 15 psi. The outer face of the permanent seal is then tested for leaks .
using a soap bubble solution.

On c:Ompletion of the test, the test seal is removed for use on other pipes and penetrations of the same size.
In order to test an electrical penetration, compressed air is supplied

~o a test connection and the space between the
fittings is pressurized to approximately 15 psig. The outer faces are then tested for leaks using a soap bubble.
iolution.
· ·

•

3.5/a+.S-16A

."
ATTACHMENT C
QUAD-CITIES
.DPR-30

provided that during such 7 days all
active components of the automatic
. pressure relief subsystems, the core
spray subsystems, LPCI mode of the
RHR system, and tile RCIC system are
· ·operable.

operable immediately. The automatic
pressure relief and RCIC systems shall
be demonstrated t9 be operable daily .
· thereafter.

3. If the requirements of Specification
3.S.C cannot be met,. an orderly shutdown shall be initiated, and the reactor pressure shall be reduced to 90 psig
within 24 hours. · ·
·

D. · Automatic Pressure Relief Subsystems .

D. Auto;natlc Pressure

RelldSubsy~tems.

Surveillance of the automatic pressure relief
subsystems shall be performed as follows:
I. During each operating cycle the .following shall be performed: · . · · .'.

1. The automatic pressure relief subsystem shall be operable whenever the
reactor pressure is greater than 90
psig, irradiated fuel is in the reactor
vessel and ·prior to· reactor startup
from a cold condition.

a.

A simulated automatic initiation ·
which opens all pilot valves.

b. With the reactor at pressure ·
each relief valve shall be 'manually
opened •. }lel~efi yal ve ()peni,ng
shall be ve~ifie~ by ~' 9Ql!I~-~.

(

pensating

turbi~e ~yp~~~:.

·verve . or'"-C·on'Cl'O:r-va-rvEc· .-closure.
c. · A logic system functional test shall · ·.
be performed · each refueling
outage.

2 .. From and after the date that one of the
five relief valves of the automatic pressure relief subsystem is made or found
to be inoperable when the reactor is
pressurized above 90 psig with irradiated fuel in the reactor vessel, continued reactor operation is permissibl1:
only during the succeeding 30 days
unless repairs are made and provided
that during such time the HPCI subsystem is operable. _ · ·

t

2. When it is determined that one relief
valve of the automatic pressure relief
subsystem is inoperable. the. HPCI · ·
.. shall be demonstrated to ·be operable
immediately and weekly thereafter.

3. From and after the date that more
than one of five relief valves of the
automatic pressure relief subsystem
are made or found to be inoperable
when the reactor is pressurized above
90 psig with irradiated fuel in the
reactor vessel, continued reactor operation is permissible only during the
succeeding 24 hours unless repairs are
made and provided that during such

3. When it is determined_ that more than
one relief valve of the automatic pres-.
sure relief subsystem is inoperable. the.
HPCl subsystem shall be demo'n. strated to be operable immediately. ,

3.514.5-5 ..

i

.
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ATTACHMENT C.
QUAD-CITIES.

•

i

. 1' ,. .....

DPR-30

4.5 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREME"ITS BASES .
The testing interval for the core and containment coolirg sys~erris is based on a quantitative reliability 1nalysis,
judgment, and practicality. The core cooling systems have not been designed to be fully testable during ope.r:ition.
· For example, the core sp~ay final admission valves do not open until reactor pressure has fallt:n to 350psig. Thus;
during operation, even if high drywell pressure were simulated, the final valves would not open. In the case of the
HPCI, automatic initiation during power operation would result in lJUmping cold water into the reactor vessel
·
which is not desirable.
The systems can be automatically actuated during a refueling ol,ltagt: ·and thfa will be done. To increase tlie ·
.. availability of the individual components of the cor~ an~_.c.~ntain_i:nent cool~ng sy:.tems, the compor.ents which
make up the system, i.e., instrumentation, pumps. valve operators, etc:; are tested more freql>:ntly, The.
instrumentation is functionally tested each month. Likewise .the pumps and motor-op~rated valves are also tested
each month to assure !heir operability. The combination of a yearly simulated automatic actuation test and
monthly
tests of the pumps . and valve operators
is deemed to be adequate
testing
of these systems.
.
.
. .
.
.
~

(

With components or subsjstems out of service, overall core and containment cooling reliability is maintained by·
demonstrating the operability of the remaining cooling equipment. The degree of operability to be demonstrated
depends on the nature of the reason for the out-of-service equipment. For ro.utine out-of-service periods caused by'
. preventative maintenance, etc., the pump and valv~ operability chech will be performed fo demonstrate.
operabi;ity of the remaining components. However, if a failure, design deficiency, etc., causes the out-of-service 1
period. then the demonstration of operability should be thorough enough to assure that a similar problem does'
not exist on the remaining components. For example, if an out-of-service period caused by failure of a pump to
deliver rated capacity due to a design deficiency. the other pumps of this type might be subjected to a flow rate
test in addition to .the operability checks.
·
· ·
·
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ATTACJllENT C

QUAD-CITIES
DPR-30

'

The watcrti~ht bulkhead door and the penetration seals for pipes and cables penetrating the vault walls and
ceilings have been designed to withstand the maximum flood conditions. To assure that their installation is
adequate for maximum flood conditions, a method of testing each seal has been devised.
· ·
To test a pipe seal, another test seal is installed in the opposite side of the penetration creating a space between·
the two seals that can be pressurized. Compressed air is then supplied to a fitting on the test seal and the space
inside the sleeve is. pressurized to approximately 15 psi. The outerface of the permanent seal is then tested for leaks
using a soap bubble solution.
On completion of the test, the test seal is removed for use on other pipes and penetrations of the same size.
.In order ·to test an electrical penetration, compressed air is supplied to a test connection and the spa~e between the
fittings is pressurized to approximately 15 psig. The outer. faces ~_re then tested for leaks using a. soap bub~le
soluti~n,

.,_,

·. f
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